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1. INTRODUCTION
The Tim Henman Foundation (THF) relaunched in June 2015, and since then it has raised over £2.4m
and helped 46,761 vulnerable and disadvantaged young people. During this time the main source of
charitable activity was through grant-giving, and with this the Foundation has worked with many other
partners and covered a broad range of areas.
In June 2021, THF hired a new Chief Executive Officer to build on the work that has already been
achieved. Over the course of the first year, the Board of Trustees (BoT) and CEO undertook a period of
review with the initial goals of:
1. Clarifying what THF stands for and;
2. Refining its work to make maximum impact for its beneficiaries.
The first step was an initial report produced by the CEO and presented to the BoT in September 2021.
The report was the culmination of conversations with the trustees and a newly formed Youth Advisory
Group, which sought to clarify what the Foundation really stands for as there is a feeling that the
identity had become stretched through support to a diverse range of programmes. The report also
highlighted the grant process, where generic sums were given without clarity on spend in all cases, and
that the process for obtaining grants felt long-winded and should be more flexible and shorter. The
suitability of organisations receiving grants should also form part of any review, as it was evident that
the model of working with independent hub-schools only partly reached the schools and young people
who needed support the most. The main recommendation was that in future the Foundation could get
closer to designing the programmes and reaching the organisations that need the funding most.
The BoT agreed to follow up with a strategic meeting in October 2021 as the next stage of the review.
Extensive feedback from all trustees was obtained and the meeting proved to be a very worthwhile
exercise.
In November 2021 the trustees agreed upon a ‘THF IDENTITY’ document, which is a top to bottom
approach covering our charitable objectives, the strapline, mission statement, why we do what we do
(the need), values, what we do, the programmes, who we support (beneficiaries), who we work with
(partners) and our elevator statement.
Main changes included:
● The new strapline of ‘One Life, Many Opportunities’.
● A new mission statement to more concisely cover our core values (sport, education and health),
who we support (vulnerable and disadvantaged youth) and how we operate.
● We committed to shift the balance from being a pure grant-giving Foundation to more of a
service-provider and get closer to the beneficiary, rather than being too many steps away.
To make the shift we will facilitate more delivery ourselves, work directly with delivery partners
in areas of deprivation to design high-impact programmes, and offer a mentorship service.
● The programmes themselves were refined to find more focus:
- Partner Programmes (previously Outreach Programmes) focus on sports-activity (rather
than STEM and music as well) to create regular opportunities (rather than the model of
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reaching more primary schools but only delivering for blocks of 6 weeks). This will create
more continuity and offer greater progression for the youngsters.
Bespoke Programmes (previously Scholarship Programmes) are about specific and
specialist support for deserving and in need young people. Retaining the funded
scholarships to Reed's School, but also looking wider and offering individual support
based on need. In addition, providing mentorship to those we support.
We will facilitate mentorship workshops alongside the delivery to educate on areas in
and around mental health, a big issue for young people today.
And offer individual mentoring to provide positive guidance to those we support.
Special Needs Programmes doesn't change all that much, and is about providing
meaningful funding to partners dedicated to supporting profoundly disabled and life
limited youngsters.

Further to this, the BoT agreed to a new ‘Programmes & Funding’ document and ‘Impact Measurement
Model’. Both of which would provide more guidance on ensuring our programmes are fit for purpose
and allow more scrutiny and flexibility over the work we do.
In February 2022, this refined identity was communicated, with a rebrand, via a redesigned website
and a mission booklet. In early-April, it was also communicated on social media and through a
redesigned newsletter. And in May a promotional video was produced.
All grants and programmes that were agreed for the year 2021-22 will be honoured and under the new
Programmes and Funding guidance these will be up for review in August 2022, and if they do not fit
with what THF does, then they will stop or be redesigned. Also under the guidance, four new
programmes were agreed to start in March 2022.
In the year from June 2021, THF also undertook a number of operational changes including; moving
from Dropbox to Google Workspace, moving to WordPress to host the THF website, changing CRM
systems from Civi to Donorfy and registered a linked account with MailChimp.
Forming a relationship with Performance Plus Sport UK (PPS) has been an agenda item over the course
of the year. The charity was run separately by the THF CEO and a formal relationship made sense on
different levels because of its shared mission and connected charitable objectives. Following
discussions at various trustee meetings it was agreed that THF would formally link with PPS. The
charity commission approved this, effective immediately, on 22nd March 2022. The THF BoT will take
overall responsibility for PPS (with one board) and the CEO will continue to manage the linked charity.
One PPS trustee will join the THF BoT, and the existing PPS Advisory Board will become a joint Advisory
Board and merge with the new THF Youth Advisory Group. Overall, the link will help THF to increase
capacity and impact.
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2. STRATEGY DESCRIPTION
Our charitable activity wouldn’t be possible without the generosity of our donors and funders.
This fundraising effort is determined by how much impact we make and effectively we can
communicate this.
These four factors form the basis of the strategy, with an additional part at the end - ‘growth’.
Each factor will be broken down by headline goals, objectives on how this goal will be achieved
and a set of measures to track progress (or regression) year-on-year.
For the measurables (KPIs), we will use the year 2021-22 (September 2021 until August 2022 as a
benchmark to compare future years.
And an update/review will be added each year.
Annual figures are taken on a cash basis.
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3. CHARITABLE ACTIVITY
THF has three core programmes; partner programmes, bespoke programmes and special needs
programmes. With sub-programmes underneath, each in line with the overall mission but with
subtle differences. To avoid confusion, the sub-programmes will rarely be communicated
outwards to the public, but rather kept internally for analysis. PPS programmes fit within these
sub-programmes.

GOALS
●
●

Shift the balance between being purely a grant-giving charity to more of a service-provider,
to enable us to get closer to the beneficiaries with tighter control over what we are funding.
Deliver direct programmes with lasting partners and with the most effective deliverers.

OBJECTIVITES
Follow the ‘Programmes & Funding Guidance’
1. It gives an outline and breakdown of the programmes that are delivered.
2. The process to implement these.
3. Funding policies around how we deliver and fund programmes.
4. The compliance requirements for each programme.
5. With a set of criteria around who THF partners with, who THF seeks to support and where
THF delivers.
6. What THF can fund and the items involved.
7. And detailed information around the programme delivery costs.
Where
86% of THF donors come from either the South-East, London or the South-West, with the largest
proportion coming from London (33%). Whilst our donors are from these parts of the country, and
the charity itself operates from London, our programmes aren’t exclusively delivered in the
South-East. But rather, we seek to work in areas of deprivation, wherever in the country that may
be.
We aim to deliver our programmes in the most deprived areas with the highest rates of poverty.
To the bottom 26% most deprived LSOA areas (local areas) and bottom 17% most deprived local
authorities. This equates to areas with poverty of 40% and above.
How to deliver our programmes
As a commitment to becoming more of a service-provider, we will seek to facilitate and design
programmes to fit a genuine need in areas of deprivation to the young people who need our
support the most (with the criteria outlined), rather than reacting to applications and
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giving-grants to carry out activities.
Partnership based model of delivery
THF does not run programmes out of its own facility or site. We form collaborative relationships
with partners to deliver high-impact programmes which support both the organisation and help
us to reach vulnerable & disadvantaged young people. We have a set of criteria to ensure we only
work with the most effective partners and inspirational coaches, teachers, mentors so we can
support their work and reach the young people who need our support the most.
We will operate programmes out of schools and community settings using their coaches, teachers
and mentors or may hire independent deliverers or delivery partners. In addition, we will work
collaboratively with umbrella bodies to help us reach the young people who need additional
support.
Mentorship
Mentorship is a tool to provide valuable and direct guidance to the young people we support and
is a positive addition to selected programmes. We will facilitate mentorship workshops to provide
enhancing experiences and to educate on areas in/around mental health. And we will organise
individual mentoring to provide positive guidance to those we support.

MEASURABLES (KPIs)
There may be a drop in the number of Partner Programmes - both delivered and retained - in
2022-23. This is because a number of the STEM outreach programmes won’t be continuing, and
there may be a drop in total reach as we change our Partner Programme model from delivering to
a wider net of schools for a shorter time, to focusing on more regular delivery in fewer locations.
2021-22
NEW PROGRAMMES
RETAINED FROM PREV
YEAR
RATIO OF GRANT-GIVING
vs SERVICE PROVIDER

2022-23

2023-24

8
10
77:23

* THF only
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2024-25

NUMBER OF PROGRAMMES / REACH
PROGRAMME

2021-22

2022–23

2023–24

2024–25

PROGS REACH PROGS REACH PROGS REACH PROGS REACH

PARTNER PROGRAMMES
THF Community Activity Programmes

11

5118

PPS

5

52

THF Scholarships (Reed’s School)

1

6

THF Opportunity Fund

2

27

PPS

Individual Advancement Programmes

14

14

PPS

Career Path Programmes

11

11

THF Special Grants

3

166

THF Inclusive Activity Programmes

1

27

TOTALS:

51

6095

Group Advancement Programmes

BESPOKE PROGRAMMES

SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAMMES

CHARITABLE ACTIVITY SPEND:

£161,121.96

MENTORSHIP PROVISION
Mentorship workshops

34

65

Individual mentor meetings

114

19

ADDITIONAL CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES & PROJECTS
THF
PPS

Other charitable activity & projects

2

374

1

9

* Additional charitable activities & projects;
(THF: #FeedingYourSpark, Wimbledon tickets), (PPS: #DisplayGreatness tablets awards)
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4. FUNDRAISING
Between 2015 and 2021, THF’s fundraising has ranged between £182,887 and £569,199, averaging
£343,090 per year. The higher end, when larger-scale events were able to run.
Under THFs link with PPS, one set of accounts will be submitted, but with a requirement to show
THF and PPS funds raised (and spent) separately. The THF methods of fundraising are set out
below. PPS has historically relied less upon active fundraising, and more on general donations
from individuals, other charities/foundations and a small number of corporate donations. This
income from PPS has increased total funds raised in 2021-22 by 32%.

GOALS
●
●
●
●

Increase fundraising year-on-year (at the minimum rate of inflation)
Expand our sources of income.
Increase the number of donors.
Create a loyal supporter base (retain donors in the following year)

OBJECTIVITES
CRM and donor relationships
Personal thank you to every donation - small, medium or large.
Stay connected and go the extra mile as-required with all medium and large donors.
Core Events
Traditionally for THF, events have been the main source of income and is a great way to connect
with our supporters. From 2017 to 2020 62% of income was from fundraising events, but from
2020 at the start of Covid, fundraising events dropped to 6%, highlighting the risk of relying on
such events and the need to expand our sources of income.
In line with our Core Supporter Package, we will commit to three core events throughout the year;
a Summer ProAm, an Autumn Masterclass and Spring Dinner. This will reach the loyal and large
donors for whom we rely upon. In 2021 there were 14 medium (£250-£2,499) and large (£2,500+)
donors who contributed 64% of the total revenue.
Other events
To help increase the supporter base and boost revenue, we will endeavour to run one extra event
in the year. This event can be larger scale and more inclusive. For example, a 24-hour tennisathon
and large fundraising dinner.
Digital campaigns
As a clear and proven way to expand our source of income, we can commit to running at least one
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digital campaign per year. This is a way to encourage donations and is a place to point donors to
support the Foundation.
Corporate partnerships
Working with companies as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility.
Grant fundraising
Seeking to obtain grants from grant-giving foundations/trusts.
Small donation giving schemes
Seek ways of engaging in giving schemes to raise more small donations and bring new donors to
THF.
Third party fundraising
A measure of loyal donors really engaging with the Foundation's work is to fundraise on our
behalf. The more supporters who can create initiatives for us the better. It is also a low-cost way to
boost our fundraising per pound measure.
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MEASURABLES (KPIs)
MEASURE
TOTAL INCOME:
TOTAL RAISED PER £1:

2021-22
£266,287.64
£6.03

NUMBER OF DONATIONS:

185

SMALL DONATIONS (£1 - £99)

105

MEDIUM DONATIONS (£100 £2,499)
LARGE DONATIONS (£2,500 +)
AVERAGE DONATION:
TOTAL NUMBER OF DONORS:
NUMBER OF DONATIONS PER
DONOR PER YEAR:
AVERAGE DONATION PER
DONOR:
NEW DONORS:
REPEAT FROM PREV YEAR
(from existing donors):
INTERMITTENT DONORS
(didn't donate last year):

2022-23

54
24
£1,439.39
119
1.55
£2,237.71
74
71%
29%

CORE EVENTS

3

OTHER EVENTS

0

DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS

2

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

3

GRANT FUNDRAISING
THIRD PARTY FUNDRAISING
SMALL DONATION GIVING
SCHEMES

4
4
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2023-24

2024-25

2021:22:
CORE EVENTS:
Masterclass (Nov) (£6,531.76), Masterclass (Feb) (£7,000), ProAm (summer) (£93,877.25)
DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS:
#FeedingYourSpark (Xmas) (£605), #FindingYourSpark (summer) (£44,031)
CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS:
Goldman Sachs (£15,000)
(PPS): TCL (£10,000), Morleys Stores (£5,000)
GRANT FUNDRAISING:
Childhood Trust (£10,750)
(PPS): Bennelong Foundation UK (£9,881), StreetGames (£4,000), Magic Little Grants (£500)
* Not factoring in individuals who donated through their own charity
THIRD PARTY FUNDRAISING:
Graham Carter memorial (£305)
SMALL DONATION GIVING SCHEMES:
POS & QR donations (£14), AmazonSmile (£79.36), EasyFundraising (£47.41)
(PPS): Deliveroo fundraising project (£16.78)
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5. IMPACT
GOALS
●
●

Deliver high-impact programmes to the most in need young people and to areas of the
highest deprivation.
Quantify and track what we are spending our funding on, where it is going and what impact
it is making.

OBJECTIVITES
Follow our Impact Measurement (Monitoring & Evaluation) Model
A model that will enable us to track what we are doing, who we are reaching (layer 1) and what
difference we are making, why our support is important (layer 2).
By effectively collecting this information and providing evaluation and analysis we will be able to
give an accurate Impact & Engagement (I&E) score for each programme and thus ensure we only
deliver programmes that are truly making a high-impact.

MEASURABLES (KPIs)
IMPACT & ENGAGEMENT SCORES AND CRITERIA METRIC
Partner programmes; 1: FSM, 2: deprivation (local), 3: deprivation: local authority)

PROGRAMME

Bespoke programmes: 1: FSM, 2: SEND, 3: deprivation (local authority)

2021-22
I&E

2022–23
CRITERIA

I&E

PARTNER PROGRAMMES
THF

PPS

Community Activity
Programmes
Group Advancement
Programmes

1: 31%
3.5

2: 37%
3: 12%

4.4

3: 28%

5

3: 32%

BESPOKE PROGRAMMES
THF
THF

Scholarships (Reed’s
School)
Opportunity Fund

4

1: 78%
2: 38%

Individual
PPS

Advancement

4.62

3: 38%

Programmes
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2023–24
CRITERIA

I&E

2024–25
CRITERIA

I&E

CRITERIA

PPS

Career Path
Programmes

3.8

3: 20%

4

N/A

4

N/A

SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAMMES
THF
THF

Special Grants
Inclusive Activity
Programmes
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6. COMMUNICATIONS
GOALS
●
●
●
●

Improve the connection between loyal supporters and the THF cause.
Given the breadth of core values and programmes on offer, keep communications of the
identity as clear as possible.
Utilise the Foundation’s greatest asset - Tim.
Introduce new and different supporters/donors.

OBJECTIVITES
Maximise three main sources of communications:
● Website - as a way to communicate the THF IDENTITY (who we are and what we do).
● Newsletters - quarterly newsletters as a way to engage and update our supporter base.
● Social media - Instagram, Twitter (and Facebook) to keep a section of our supporter base
updated and to reach new and different audiences.
Utilise ‘search engine optimization’
Invest in SEO as a way to achieve our communications goals.
Press & PR
React to and seek out press and PR opportunities using Tim’s influence as a way to promote the
Foundation and gather support.

MEASURABLES (KPIs)
MEASURE
WEBSITE VISITS
NEWSLETTER OPEN RATE
(Historic 2017-20: 38.86%)

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
NEW DONORS
REPEAT FROM PREV
YEAR

2021-22

2022–23

90
(30 days to 20/09/22)

38.30%
2396 at YE22
74
71%
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2023–24

2024–25

7. GROWTH
GOAL
After a dip in income and charitable activity during Covid, we aim to continue our positive
trajectory post pandemic. Looking to grow year-on-year at a minimum rate in line with inflation.

OBJECTIVITES
Budget planning
Only ever spend what we have raised in the previous year (plus what the trustees agree to use
from surplus reserves or what is drawn from Investment Account income).
Our core programmes and sub-programmes are now set and the basic rule applies:
The more we can raise, the more our capacity can increase, and the more vulnerable and
disadvantaged young people we can help.
Policy on reserves
The Foundation aims to have 100% of the planned annual spend from the budget in unrestricted
funding in reserve at each year-end.
As at 31 August 2021 the Foundation held £600,040 of unrestricted reserves, which is 280% of the
target. Since then, we have used a % of this to increase charitable activity and transferred a sum
into an Investment Account.
As at 31 August 2022, the Foundated was holding 111% of its reserves target.
Plan for future use of surplus reserves
● Seek to use surplus reserves on additional charitable activity (within our capacity).
● Or, invest into our Permanent Endowment for long-term use.

MEASURABLES (KPIs)
MEASURE

2021-22

TOTAL INCOME

£266,287.64

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

£301,964.00

PPS CAPACITY ADD
OVERALL GROWTH
(from the four section above)

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

INFLATION: ?%

INFLATION: ?%

INFLATION: ?%

29%
N/A

* THF expenditure includes programme payments that were reported on (and in some cases paid) last year, but were delivered this year.
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